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WHAT WOULD YOU DOif a voice was screaming in your head - GET READY . . .for a catastrophic

event of epic proportions . . .with no idea where to start . . .or how, or when?This is a true story, it

just hasn&apos;t happened yet.________________________________________________A new

dystopian, post-apocalyptic survival fiction series from author Bobby Akart (The Boston Brahmin

series and the Prepping for Tomorrow series).The characters depicted in The Blackout Series are

fictional. The events, however, are based upon fact.This is not the story of preppers with stockpiles

of food, weapons, and a hidden bunker. This is the story of Colton Ryman, his stay-at-home wife,

Madison, and their teenage daughter, Alex. In 36 Hours, the Ryman family and the rest of the world

will be thrust into the darkness of a post-apocalyptic world.A catastrophic solar flare, an EMP--a

threat from above to America&apos;s soft underbelly below--is hurtling toward our planet.The

Rymans have never heard of preppers and have no concept of what prepping entails. But

they&apos;re learning, while they run out of time. Their faith will be tested, their freedom will be

threatened, but their family will survive.An EMP, naturally generated from our sun in the form of a

solar flare, has happened before, and it will happen again, in only 36 Hours.This is a story about

how our sun, the planet&apos;s source of life, can also devastate our modern world. It&apos;s a

story about panic, chaos, and the final straws that shattered an already thin veneer of civility. It is a

warning to us all ...never underestimate the depravity of man.What would you do when the clock

strikes zero?Midnight is forever._________________________________________________Note:

This book does not contain strong language. It is intended to entertain and inform audiences of all

ages, including teen and young adults. Although some scenes depict the realistic threat our nation

faces from a devastating solar flare, and the societal collapse which will result in the aftermath, it

does not contain graphic scenes typical of other books in the post-apocalyptic survival fiction

genre.BOOKS IN THE SERIESBOOK ONE: 36 HoursBOOK TWO: Zero HourBOOK THREE:

Turning Point (Pre-order now for October 2016 Delivery)
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This book resonated with me from the beginning to the last page. And, now am left waiting for the

second part which will be out on the 28th of August. And, yes, I just pre-ordered it with anticipation

of 'Zero Hour' on the horizon.For me, this is not a matter of 'if' but when' an event of this magnitude

will occur. In the scenario given in this novel, AR 3222 will be the most powerful X flare ever

occurring. So, download the 'Flare Aware' app now for notifications of impending doom.Dr. Andrea

Stanford, astronomer, works in Atacama, Chile, and with her team studies the sun. The largest

telescope on the planet is located there and supplies data for world wide analysis.The reader will

become intimately familiar with the Ryman family from Tennessee. Colton is the husband to

Madison and the father of Alexis, a teenager. Alex is not the typical teenager as one soon discovers.

Unfortunately, for the 'women' of the family, Colton is in discussions concerning the Super Bowl half

time show when news of the impending disaster occurs. 'Persevere - don't panic' has been a

mantra during the Ryman's married time together and this upcoming event is no exception.The story

is written hour by hour with the countdown to impact illustrating how quickly society breaks into

chaos. The political scene in DC plays out and the lack of common sense is on display for the entire

world to witness.The author has once again managed to weave some 'prepper tips' into this one

skillfully. Such items as the 'Life Straw, preferred types of weapons, a Generac Tri-Fuel Generator',

as well as utilizing 10 gallon galvanized trash cans to store your portable devices are covered.
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